The EcoCyc database characterizes the known network of Escherichia coli small-molecule metabolism. Here we present a computational analysis of the global properties of that network, which consists of 744 reactions that are catalyzed by 607 enzymes. The reactions are organized into 131 pathways. Of the metabolic enzymes, 100 are multifunctional, and 68 of the reactions are catalyzed by >1 enzyme. The network contains 791 chemical substrates. Other properties considered by the analysis include the distribution of enzyme subunit organization, and the distribution of modulators of enzyme activity and of enzyme cofactors. The dimensions chosen for this analysis can be employed for comparative functional analysis of complete genomes.
The genetic complement of Escherichia coli can be characterized by a sequence of 4.7 million DNA nucleotides (Blattner et al. 1997) . How can we characterize the functional complement of E. coli, and according to what criteria can we compare the biochemical networks of two organisms? Until recently, these questions have been virtually impossible to answer. However, the advent of the EcoCyc database (Karp et al. 1999a ) allows us to address that question for a subset of the E. coli functional complement: the metabolic map, defined as the set of all known pathways, reactions, and enzymes of E. coli small-molecule metabolism (the terms metabolic map and metabolic network are used interchangeably).
Herein, we present a computational analysis of global properties of the metabolic network of E. coli, as described by the EcoCyc database (Karp et al. 1999a) . EcoCyc was designed for information retrieval by biologists via the WWW. In addition, its highly structured database schema was designed to support computation on the EcoCyc data, and our analysis was computed by programs that operate on the EcoCyc data. EcoCyc is the most comprehensive and detailed description of the metabolic map of any organism and is based on information obtained from the scientific literature.
This paper characterizes qualitative aspects of the E. coli metabolic network rather than quantitative aspects. We are interested in the connectivity relationships of the network; its partitioning into pathways; enzyme activation and inhibition; and the repetition and multiplicity of elements such as enzymes, reactions, and substrates. We do not address quantitative issues such as the fluxes through the network.
RESULTS

Results Based on the Principal Entities Represented in EcoCyc
We begin by describing some of the properties of the principal entities stored in EcoCyc, such as proteins, reactions, metabolites, pathways, and their interrelationships. We then present results obtained from specific queries about the properties of the metabolic map of E. coli.
Proteins, Polypeptides, and Protein Complexes
Proteins unify genome structure on the one hand (as products of genes) and biological function on the other (through reactions or pathways). The E. coli genome contains 4391 predicted genes, of which 4288 code for proteins (Blattner et al. 1997) . Of these gene products, 676 form 607 enzymes of E. coli small-molecule metabolism. Of those enzymes, 311 are protein complexes; the remaining 296 are monomers. EcoCyc information about protein complexes contains the complete description of their stoichiometry. For example, two nrdA and two nrdB subunits (both genes at min 50.5) form the B1 and B2 complexes of ribonucleosidediphosphate reductase (EC 1.17.4.1). Protein complexes are homo-or heteromultimers. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the subunit composition of the protein complexes.
Reactions
EcoCyc describes 905 metabolic reactions that are catalyzed by E. coli. Of these reactions, 161 are not involved in small-molecule metabolism, for example, they participate in macromolecule metabolism such as DNA replication and tRNA charging. Of the remaining 744 reactions of small-molecule metabolism, 569 have been assigned to at least one pathway, as shown in Figure 2 (each edge in the graph in Fig. 2 represents a single reaction; >569 edges are contained in Fig. 2 , as some reactions are present in multiple pathways). The number of reactions (744) and the number of enzymes (607) differ because (1) there is no one-to-one mapping between enzymes and reactions-some enzymes catalyze multiple reactions, and some reactions are catalyzed by multiple enzymes; and (2) for some reactions known to be catalyzed by E. coli, the enzyme has not yet been identified.
The enzyme nomenclature system devised by the International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology describes many enzyme-catalyzed reactions from a wide variety of organisms. Of the 3399 reactions defined in the enzyme nomenclature system as defined by version 22.0 of the ENZYME database (Bairoch 1999) , 604 of these reactions occur in E. coli (18%), meaning that the remaining 301 reactions known to occur in E. coli do not have assigned EC numbers. Figure 3 shows the breakdown of E. coli reactions into the six classes of the enzyme-nomenclature system.
Compounds
The nodes in Figure 2 represent reaction substrates (defined as the union of the reactants and products of a reaction). The node shapes encode the chemical class of each substrate, for example, squares represent carbohydrates (for details, see key). Only a subset of all metabolic substrates is shown in Figure 2 , namely the main substrates that are shared among consecutive steps of a pathway and that lie at the ends of a pathway. Figure 2 does not show the side compounds of each reaction (e.g., ADP/ATP in kinase reactions).
The 744 reactions of E. coli small-molecule metabolism involve a total of 791 different substrates. On average, each reaction contains 4.0 substrates (Fig. 4) . Each distinct substrate occurs in an average of 2.1 reactions. The number of reactions in which the most common substrates are found are shown in Table 1 .
Pathways
At present, EcoCyc describes 131 pathways, covering energy metabolism, nucleotide and amino acid biosynthesis, and secondary metabolism (Table 2) . Pathways vary in length from a single reaction step to 16 steps (see Fig. 5 ), with an average of 5.4 steps. The eight single-reaction pathways represent interconversion reactions for amino acid biosynthesis and catabolism; they are defined in EcoCyc for completeness. Because there is no precise biological definition of a pathway, the decision of how to define specific pathways within the database is not a simple one (Karp and Paley 1994) . Although most EcoCyc pathways were extracted from the experimental literature, there is some latitude on how to partition the metabolic network into pathways. Therefore, the distribution of pathway lengths is partly influenced by these decisions.
Results Based on Combining Properties of the Basic Entities
Below we raise some biological questions and discuss some of the answers we have obtained by investigating the relationships between the properties of the basic entities discussed above.
Definitions
The analyses in this paper refer to enzymes and reactions of small-molecule metabolism. Although the lists of these enzymes and reactions may seem straightforward to generate, the computational definitions of these concepts are subtle because of the many related enzymes and reactions within the EcoCyc database that we wish to computationally exclude from this definition. For example, we wish to exclude enzymes of macromolecule metabolism, as well as most reactions whose substrates are proteins (such as signaltransduction reactions), and include, for example, reactions of fatty-acid biosynthesis whose substrates include the acyl-carrier protein. The computational definitions used for these concepts are as follows:
• A pathway, P, is a pathway of small-molecule metabolism if it is both (1) not a signal-transduction pathway, and (2) not a super-pathway (EcoCyc super-pathways are connected sets of smaller pathways).
• A reaction, R, is a reaction of small-molecule metabolism if either (1) R is a member of a pathway of small-molecule metabolism, or (2) none of the substrates of R are macromolecules such as proteins, tRNAs, or DNA, and R is not a transport reaction.
• An enzyme, E, is one of small-molecule metabolism if E catalyzes a reaction of small-molecule metabolism.
• A side compound is a reaction substrate that is not a main compound.
• A substrate is a reaction product or reactant.
Enzyme Modulation
An enzymatic reaction is a type of EcoCyc object that represents the pairing of an enzyme with a reaction catalyzed by that enzyme. Enzymatic reactions are necessary representational devices because the information they contain is specific to neither the individual enzyme nor to the individual reaction but to the pairing of the two (Karp and Riley 1993) . These objects encode information such as the activators and inhibitors of the enzyme, the cofactors required by the enzyme, and alternative substrates that the enzyme will accept-all with respect to a particular reaction. EcoCyc contains extensive information on the modulation of E. coli enzymes. (A ligand that activates and/or inhibits an enzyme by directly binding to it-or competing with its substrates-is defined as a modulator, in the absence of any biological term for this concept.) The information lists all compounds that are known to activate or inhibit an enzyme from in vitro enzymological studies. The database also identifies, for each enzyme, that subset of its activators and inhibitors known to be of physiological significance for E. coli.
Of the 805 enzymatic-reaction objects within EcoCyc, physiologically relevant activators are known for 22, physiologically relevant inhibitors are known for 80, and 17 have both. This means that it is very rare for an enzyme to have only an activator but not an inhibitor (five cases). The most frequent activators and inhibitors are listed in Table 3A . For the enzymatic reac- Figure 3 The number of EC class reactions present in E. coli against the total number of EC reaction types. The blue bars (%ecoli) signify the percent contribution of each class for all known reactions in E. coli (the seven classes total 100%); the green bars (%total) signify the percent coverage of the EC classes in the known reactions in EcoCyc. Due to the apparently finer classification of classes 1-3, the two measures display an inverse relationship: More reactions in E. coli belong to classes 1-3, although they represent a smaller percentage of reactions listed in the EC hierarchy (and vice versa). 
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Protein Subunits and Linked Genes
A unique property of the EcoCyc knowledge base is that it explicitly encodes the subunit organization of proteins. Therefore, one can ask questions, such as Are protein subunits coded by neighboring genes? Interestingly, this seems to be the case for >90% of known heteromeric enzymes (data not shown). For instance, genes for imidazole glycerol phosphate synthase subunits HisH and HisF are located at centisome positions 45.053 and 45.081, respectively. An example of a nonneighboring gene pair for subunits for a heteromeric enzyme is the pair coding for ArgF and ArgI, subunits of ornithine carbamoyltransferase, located at centisome positions 6.356 and 96.421, respectively.
Reactions Catalyzed by More Than One Enzyme
Some reactions are catalyzed by more than one enzyme: Although 592 reactions are catalyzed by a single enzyme, 55 reactions are catalyzed by two enzymes and 12 reactions are catalyzed by three enzymes (Fig.  6) . For 84 reactions, the corresponding enzyme is not recorded in EcoCyc. There is a single E. coli reaction catalyzed by four enzymes (second part of the multistep synthesis of thiazole moiety of thiamine). The reasons for this isozyme redundancy can be attributed to two factors: Either the enzymes that catalyze the same reaction are homologs and have duplicated (or obtained by horizontal gene transfer), acquiring some specificity but retaining the same mechanism (divergence), or the reaction is easily "invented"; therefore, there is more than one protein family that is independently able to perform the catalysis (convergence). Labedan and Riley (1995) examined 73 pairs of E. coli isozymes and found that 60% of those pairs had detectable sequence similarity.
Enzymes That Catalyze More Than One Reaction
Virtually every enzyme whose function has been predicted in a complete genome has been assigned a single enzymatic function. However, E. coli is known to contain many multifunctional enzymes. Of the total of 607 E. coli enzymes, 100 are multifunctional, either having the same active site and different substrate specificities or different active sites. The enzymes that catalyze seven and nine reactions (Fig. 7) are, respectively, purine nucleoside phosphorylase and nucleoside diphosphate kinase. The significantly high proportion of multifunctional enzymes implies that the genome projects are significantly underpredicting multifunctional proteins.
Reactions Participating in More Than One Pathway
Metabolic networks are difficult to represent in biochemistry textbooks, because their complex relationships must be laid out on a two-dimensional chart. In addition, the interactions between pathways are such that these graphs are difficult to draw clearly. It is of interest to determine the common intersections of an apparently loosely connected network of metabolic reactions.
In EcoCyc, 483 reactions belong to a single path- 
way, whereas 99 reactions belong to more than one pathway (Fig. 8) . These reactions appear to be the intersection points in the complex network of chemical processes in the cell. For example, the reaction present in six pathways corresponds to the reaction catalyzed by malate dehydrogenase (EC 1.1.1.37), a central enzyme in cellular metabolism (Goward and Nicholls 1994) . Another pathway property is the number of unique substrates per pathway (Fig. 9) .
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this study is to raise questions as well as to answer them. The questions raised are the sort that should be posed to the creators of the many full genomic sequences now available for integration of genomic data to obtain systems-level understandings of these organisms. Ideally, we would like to have a complex model of full metabolic networks that predicts and explains many of the relationships presented herein. Because no such underlying model exists, we present an empirical analysis as a first step toward such a model.
One result of this study is the identification of a number of measures for quantifying a metabolic network. We sought measures that were well defined, relatively easy to compute, and comprehensive. However, we expect that additional important quantities will be identified in future studies.
Given that many E. coli genes or enzymes are not yet characterized, our results probably represent an underestimate of the real metabolic network. As the annotation of the E. coli genome within EcoCyc approaches completeness, we expect relatively small changes (<10%) in the patterns and generalizations presented here because (1) the experimental information that already exists for E. coli metabolism is quite extensive, and (2) although 30% of E. coli genes remain unidentified, enzymes are the best studied and easily identifiable class of proteins. Therefore, we expect relatively few new enzymes to be discovered among these genes. Because functional information such as pathways and reactions is much harder to estimate from genomic sequence, our reasoning on coverage is dominated by the actual numbers of genes and proteins known to be present in E. coli. How will these patterns generalize to other species? In future work we plan to apply these same measures to full metabolic networks that have been predicted from genome sequences using the PathoLogic program (Karp et al. 1996) . However, one measure that we can estimate now is the frequency of multifunctional enzymes within the network. E. coli contains 100 multifunctional enzymes (16% of all enzymes). However, the annotators of the full microbial genomes sequenced to date have identified virtually no multifunctional proteins, suggesting that either E. coli is unusual in this respect or that the annotations have systematically neglected this aspect of protein function.
This study illustrates the power of the high-fidelity representation of biological function used by the EcoCyc database (Karp and Riley 1993) . These results would be impossible to derive using existing protein or nucleic acid sequence databases because these databases represent protein functions using text descriptions that cannot be dissected reliably by computer programs to compute the measures employed herein. For example, because the sequence databases do not encode the subunit organization of a protein precisely, they cannot be used to answer queries, such as Are subunits of multicomponent protein complexes linked in the genome?
As we quickly progress into the genome era of experimental and computational biology, systems such as EcoCyc should prove extremely useful in analyzing (Karp et al. 1999b) , as well as understanding their cellular processes.
METHODS
All data analysis was performed using version 4.5 of the EcoCyc database, released in September, 1998 (Karp et al. 1999a) . Analysis programs were written in Allegro Common Lisp (Franz, Inc.) on a SUN SparcStation, running Solaris 2.x. These programs queried the EcoCyc Knowledge Base as stored within the Ocelot frame knowledge representation system, which is also implemented in Allegro Common Lisp.
